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Universities and Colleges

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
In a Congregation held on Jan. 23 the following degrees were
conferred:
B.M.-G. Freeman J. B. Walker, E. J. Madden, J. Gask. R. A. L. Leatherdale.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
The following medical degrees were conferred on Jan. 31:
M.D.-J. R. Bolton, R. F. Tredgold, B. J. 0. Winfield, A. R. Kelsall, W. H

Tattersall.
M.B., B.CHIR.-*A. V. Adams, *E. M. M. Besterman, *G. Raperport. *J.

Fiddess, *D. Seymour, *E. B. Davies, *P. A. Emerson, *A. D. R. MacAuslan,
*J. McMillan, *J. J. Morland, *J. C. Ward, J. A. Elliott, *D. C. Bradford, *R. J.
Alcock, *P. W. S. Coghill, *C. S. Kirkham, *E. D. Marsh, *J. P. Paul, *J. P.
Stephens, *A. D. Thomson, W. J. B. Rogers, E. S. 0. Smith, *C. P. Bennett,
*A. 0. Chase, *W. M. B. Strangeways, *D. A. LI. Bowen, *T. W. Backhouse,
*J. P. Bull, *P. W. Rowsell, R. H. C. Robins, *J. H. Steeds, *D. W. Burnford,
*K. G. Irving, *J. F. F. Rooney, *J. E. H. Stretton, *J. Crossley, *G. R. Freedman,
*I. S. M. Jones, *K. S. Murray, D. G. Miller, I. R. D. Proctor, *L. C. Lancaster,
*H. E. S. Marshall, *K. Till, *M. F. Smith.

* By proxy.

Titles of the degrees of M.B., B.Chir., were conferred by diploma
on Mrs. S. M. Godfrey in January.

Michael Harty, M.B., B.Ch., has been appointed temporary
University Demonstrator in Anatomy for three years from Jan. 1.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE

The Liddle Triennial Prize for 1946, value £120, has been awarded
to Dr. F. 0. MacCallum; proxinie accessit, Dr. Sheila P. V.
Sherlock (value £50).

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS
A week-end course in industrial medicine will be-held on Saturday
and Sunday, May 3 and 4, and the programme is as follows:
May 3, 2.30 p.m., Dr. A. J. Amor, "The Clinical Approach to
Industrial Medicine *; 3.45 p.m., Prof. G. P. Crowden, " Fatigue in
Industry "; 5.30 p.m., Dr. G. R. Hargreaves, " Psychiatry in
Industry." May 4, 10.30 a.m., Dr. F. F. Hellier, " Industrial
Dermatitis "; 11.45 a.m., Dr. J. Vaughan Jones, "Rehabilitation";
2.15 p.m., Dr. C. Sutherland, " Respiratory Disease in Industry."
Full particulars and form of enrolment may be obtained from the
senior administrative officer, the Medical School, Leeds, 2.

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
The Council of the University has approved the promotion of
Frederick Arthur Langley, M.Sc., M.B., Ch.B., from Assistant
Lecturer to Lecturer in Pathology, from September next.
Ralph Arthur Bailey, M.D., and Eugenie Leeson Willis, F.R.C.S.,

have been appointed Clinical Demonstrators in Anatomy.

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
The following appointments were made at a meeting of the Univer-
sity Council on Feb. 21: Honorary Lecturer in Public Health:
LI. Rolerts, M.D., M.R.C.P. Honorary Lecturer in Radiological
Anatomy: J. Wilkie, M.B., Ch.B. Hontorary Lecturer in Bacteri-
ology: L. G. Cook, M.B., Ch.B. Assistant Lecturer in Physiology:
A. A. Glynn, M.B., B.S. The resignation of Dr. D. J. Clark of
the post of Honorary Lecturer in Public Health was received and
Dr. Clark was thanked for his services to the University.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND
The following surgery lectures will be delivered at the College
(Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.) at 5 p.m. on each day: March 31, Sir
Cecil Wakeley, Surgery of the Thyroid Gland ; April I and 2, Prof.
James F. Brailsford, Bone Tumours ; April 9, Mr. F. A. R.
Stammers, Surgery of the Posterior Fossa of the Skull ; April 10,
Mr. Philip H. Mitchiner, Gangrene (excluding Gas Gangrene),
April 11, Mr. H. S. Souttar, Surgical Treatment of the Oesophagus;
April 14, Mr. L. R. Broster, Surgery of the Suprarenal Gland;
April 16, Prof. R. V. Bradlaw, Tumours of the Jaws April 17,
Mr. George F. Stebbing, Radiotherapy in the Treatment of Cancer;
April 21, Mr. Rainsford Mowlem, Replacement of Skin Loss in
Traumatic Injuries; April 23, Mr. Julian Taylor, Surgery of the
Anterior Cranial Fossa; April 24, Sir Lionel Whitby, Blood Trans-
fusion. The fee for the whole course is £5 5s. Fellows and Members
of the College and Licentiates in Dental Surgery will be admitted on
payment of a fee of £3 3s. Applications, accompanied by a cheque
for £5 Ss. or £3 3s., should be sent to the assistant secretary of the
College.

Medical Notes in Parliament

FREEDOM TO PRINT
In the House of Commons on Feb. 25 Sir W. SMITHERS asked
the Prime Minister if, since the use of industrial electricity was
to be resumed in some areas only, he would ensure that all
weeklies and similar periodicals should be suppressed or
allowed to go to publication without discrimination.
Mr. ATTLEE said that to avoid discrimination, the restrictions

on the publication of weekly and other publications imposed
from Saturday, Feb. 15, applied equally in all areas of Great
Britain. Similarly, the removal of the restrictions, announced
on Feb. 21 to permit the resumption of publication on and
after March 3, applied to all areas, irrespective of the
resumption in the use of industrial electricity in any particular
area.

Sir W. SMITHERS said: " Was the Prime Minister aware of a
strong and widespread feeling that the suppression of these
periodicals was for political ends?"
Mr. ATTLEE: " If the hon. Member shares that impression

he had better get rid of it, because the whole point is that
it applies equally to all political opinions."
Mr. FRANK BYERS: "By what statutory or other authority

was this suppression made, and will the Prime Minister give a
categorical assurance that there was a statutory authority?"

Mr. ATTLEE: " It was actually done by agreement
(Cries of "Oh!")

Mr. BYERS: " In that case, is it not a fact that those people
who are not members of the P.P.A. are not bound by the
agreement which was reached?"

Mr. ATTLEE: " This was done by agreement."
The point made by Mr. Byers was raised again on Feb. 26

when Mr. SHINWELL said he had been asked whether there was
any statutory provision for the action taken in the suppression,
temporarily, of periodicals. The answer was that there was,
of course, no statutory provision, but it was possible to gain
the consent of those who represented for the most part the
weekly periodicals.

Mr. BYERS: " Sixty per cent."
Mr. SHINWELL said there was a majority. There was naturally

some discontent about the decision, but the action had to be
taken, having regard to all the circumstances, and he thought
the action taken by those responsible for conducting negotia-
tions was, on the whole, satisfactory.

Mr. BYERS asked why the order said that publications " are
not permitted."

Mr. SHINWELL replied that he had to rely for the most part
on voluntary co-operation (Laughter) but an instruction of some
sort had to be given. The parties concerned naturally sought
guidance, but the matter would be disposed of very shortly.
Already an arrangement had been made for the resumption of
those periodicals.

Mr. BYERS: ' In other words, it was a bluff!"
In the House of Lords on Feb. 27 LORD WOLVERTON asked

under what statutory powers the Government suspended publi-
cation of certain periodical journals. An extremely important
point was tWat of discrimination. The Prime Minister had
stated that the course was adopted by agreement-it was
understood, with the Periodical Press Association. Not all
periodicals belonged to that association. The Minister of Fuel
and Power had stated there was no statutory provision for the
action taken. The manner in which the direction was issued
was entirely unsatisfactory because it was regarded in many
instances as an order. A very dangerous precedent had been
established, and he hoped that nothing of the sort would occur
again.
The EARL of IDDESLEiGH asked if the legal position had been

made perfectly clear to the proprietors of local weekly news-
papers. There had been some loose and, no doubt, quite in-
accurate talk of a ban on retail periodicals. That was the
wrong word to use in connexion with what was a purely
patriotic compliance with the Government's wishes. A current
story, which came originally from American sources, was that
an American firm had offered to print and finance in dollars
the weekly Economist, and to import it at no cost in dollars.
Was there any truth in the statement that an import licence
for such an edition of the Economist was refused and, if so, on
what grounds?

1 O)RD DE L'iSLE AND DUDLEY said the unfettered liberty of
the Press-subject to the laws of blasphemy, libel, and other
necessary regulations-was one of the bulwarks of our freedom.
Anything which curbed or indirectly threatened it must be
jealously guarded against and investigated by Parliament. He
did not regard even a fuel crisis as a necessary or good excuse
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for the suppression of comment on public events and particu-
larly when, in many cases, it was intelligent comment.
The EARL OF GAINSBOROUGH asked why Isis, the Oxford

undergraduate periodical, was included-although it was pro-
duced by hand.
LoRD CHORLEY said the Government of this country had

for many years past recognized the vital importance in a demo-
cratically governed country of the complete liberty of the Press,
and the vital part played by the Press in moulding the opinion
by which political work was guided in this country. It was in
view of the gravity of the situation that action was taken to
suspend publication of the periodicals for a short period. It
was in no sense a censorship or attempt to gag the Press, but a
necessary step in a grave crisis. It was quite impossible in
the circumstances to get into touch with all the proprietors
concerned. It was obviously known to those concerned that
there was no statutory power under which the Government
would or could suspend newspapers.
VISCOUNT SWINTON asked whether it was worth doing at all.

The sentences imposed on the papers were longer than any-
body, and certainly the papers, supposed. The Minister of
Fuel and Power said that this would be a matter of three or
four days, but it had been going on for several weeks and still
there was no end. When the Minister or his representatives
gave these papers the advice or instruction, were they advised
or instructed that this absence of light was to last for three
or four days and was it upon this comforting assurance that a
proportion of the papers agreed to suspend their activities?
Both Houses of Parliament had been led to suppose that there
was no legal power to order this suspension.
LORD AMMON said that there was no legal sanction, but

directions could be made against a firm under Defence
Regulation 55. But as the ban was to be lifted on Monday
next it would not be worth while to do so.

SCOTTISH HEALTH SERVICE BILL
The Standing Committee on Scottish Bills further considered
the National Health Service (Scotland) Bill on Feb. 11, 13, 18,
and 20. Clauses 6-20 with only minor amendments were
ordered to stand part of the Bill. Discussion of Clause 21,
on the provision of services by local health authorities, and of
Clauses 22 and 23 was completed on Feb. 25. Unfortunately
it was not possible to give any account of these proceedings
in our "Pemmican " issues of Feb. 22 and March 1.
When the Committee met on Feb. 27 it was agreed that

during the further consideration of the Bill the Committee
should sit three days a week. Clause 24 was approved and
Clause 25 was ordered to stand part of the Bill.
On Clause 26 Mr. BUCHANAN said that compulsory vaccina-

tion in Scotland had to a large extent died down and the
signing of objectors' declarations had become a commonplace.
The position was that while the Bill abolished compulsory
vaccination all reasonable arrangements would be allowed to
the medical profession for them to vaccinate. The Clause was
ordered to stand part of the Bill.
A drafting amendment was made on Clause 27, and Mr.

REID asked for information about the responsibility of local
authorities. He asked whether it was intended that a lunatic
should go to a State institution but a mental deficient to a
local authority institution.

Mr. BUCHANAN said it was not the intention of the Scottish
Office to work this Clause when the Bill first came into opera-
tion. He was told that mental deficiency did include lunacy
but he would look into the declaration again. In many matters
the Scottish Office wished to see work done by particular
authorities and not imposed on the whole of Scotland. The
Clause as amended was ordered to stand part of the Bill as
was Clause 28.
Mr. REID asked whether Clause 29 was wide enough to

ensure that there could be different appointed days for different
parts of the same subsection. Mr. BUCHANAN said that Clauses
20 and 21 would operate from the passing of the Bill but the
other Clauses would operate from the appointed day, April 1,

1948. It was left to the discretion of the Secretary of State
to decide when and how Clause 27 should operate. Under that
Clause the Secretary of State had power to fix the appointed
day. Clause 29 was then ordered to stand part of the Bill as
was Clause 30 on executive- councils. Clause 31, which sets
up local representative committees, was also ordered to stand
part of the Bill.
On Clause 32, which imposes on each executive council the

duty of making arrangements with medical practitioners for
the provision of personal medical services, Mr. REID moved
to omit the words " whether at a health centre or otherwise."
He said this was one of the most important clauses because
it laid. down the conditions under which the whole of the
medical practitioner service of the country was to be employed.

Mr. HASTINGS saw no reason for these words to be left out.
They had been inserted in the English measure so that there
would be no ambiguity.
Mr. BUCHANAN said that when he consulted the drafting

experts they did not know how the words ever got into the
Bill. He was prepared to drop them as they possibly made
things more ambiguous. Mr. Reid's amendment was accepted.

Remuneration of Doctors
Mr. REID then moved to insert a proviso that arrangements

made under the Clause shall provide for remuneration in every
case by capitation fees and might provide for additional
remuneration by salary in any case where the executive council
was satisfied that, owing to sparseness of population or other
local circumstances, capitation fees would not provide adequate
remuneration. He said that so far as he could find nothing
in the Bill instructed the Government on the method of
remuneration of general practitioners. At the last General
Election the Labour Party policy was to have a full-time
salaried medical service. Mr. Bevan, speaking on the English
Bill, was at pains to maintain that policy as an ultimate objec-
tive. Mr. Reid did not know whether Mr. Buchanan agreed
with all that had been said by his English colleagues.
Mr. BUCHANAN said that on the broad principles he accepted

the Labour policy.
Mr. REID argued that it was a fallacy to say that because it

may be right to have a quarter of the medical profession on a
salaried basis it was right to have them all on that basis. In
view of the Labour Party policy the Committee must take it
that the aim was that a salary should be a large part of the
doctor's remuneration. He did not see how that helped the
young doctor unlesss it was said that for the first five years
a man was in practice he should get a basic salary. Mr. Reid
would not object to that but said the Committee could not say
that Scotland was under-doctored and also that it would be
extremely difficult for a young man to establish himself. He
hoped that at the relevant time Mr. Buchanan would assure
the Committee that although assistants were hardly mentioned
in the Bill they would be worked into the scheme. At what
level and for what number of patients would the Government
start to pay a basic salary? It was time that the medical
profession was given some information. It was likely that
Scotland would be able for some time to have a larger number
of doctors per thousand than in England.
Mr. BUCHANAN said that a basic salary was an essential

element of the scheme althou.gh there might be one or two
isolated cases where one could depart from it. There ought
to be provision for the young doctor. During the war years
no one had been poorer paid or worse treated than doctors'
assistants. His nephew, who began with a Glasgow doctor,
found that he was getting about 6 d. an hour and was packed
off to all the maternity cases at night. Medical practice must
be open to men on the grounds of their ability and not accord-
ing to how well their pockets were filled. In 1942 the British
Medical Association made a draft proposal which contained
the element of basic salary. Medical Practices Committees
made up of doctors alone decided where there was need for a
doctor and he could then go in and start. That did not mean
that he would get enough to live on. A basic salary plus
capitation fee would enable a doctor without means to make
his start. The basic salary should be used to attract the best
kind of doctor to the poorer localities.

Mr. McKlE said the fear and anxiety of medical practitioners
in the rural areas of Scotland under this Clause was legitimate
and justifiable and Mr. Reid's amendment sought to place them
in a position to carry on their work in the future.
The proposed amendment was defeated by 21 to 11 and the

Committee adjourned.

Control of Penicillin

Sir JOHN MELLOR on Feb. 25 said that under Order No. 731
of 1946 anyone who asked a chemist to sell him penicillin was
guilty of a criminal offence unless he tendered a medical pre-
scription. There was no longer any shortage of penicillin and
the order was now quite unjustified. As he understood medical
opinion in relation to penicillin that substance was in no way
harmful but doctors considered that the reaction of the body
to it tended to diminish with frequent use. Continuous use of
many drugs would be undesirable but their sale was not limited
by legislation. Under the Poisons Act and the Dangerous
Drug Acts the Home Secretary had power to make regulations
restricting distribution but he was not aware that any legisla-
tion had been passed to restrict the sale of therapeutic sub-
stances which were not harmful.

Mr. JOHN LEWIS said the House should bear in mind that
this drug could only be used with effect by injection. Aniy
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person who proposed to use it without a medical certificate
had to give himself injections. No medical man would be
happy if he knew that a patient without instructions and advice
was injecting himself with whatever amount of penicillin he
thought fit. In any case this valuable drug should not be
wasted. He suggested that the Minister of Health should find
out whether penicillin tablets of 500 units each, which could
be bought in any chemist's shop without a doctor's certificate,
were of any use. Wing-Commander ROLAND RoBINSON wished
to know if the Government was seeking to narrow the use of
penicillin in Britain so that it could be exported in competition
with America.

Dr. SANTO JEGER said the supply of penicillin should be con-
trolled because when a new drug was discovered the public
got the idea that it was a cure-all. There had been corres-
pondence recently in the medical Press on deleterious effects
following the use of penicillin lozenges.

Mr. LEONARD, replying for the Ministry of Supply, said there
was no serious risk that penicillin supplies would be insufficient
to meet the requirements in this country of medical, dental.
and veterinary practitioners. America had started with control
and that control was lifted. Because of what happened after-
wards it had been deemed in the national interest to reimpose
it. Mr. Bevan had been advised by medical experts and also
by Sir Alexander Fleming that there would be danger in the
uncontrolled use of penicillin and that this should not be per-
mitted. He was advised that there was a danger to patients
and others by the creation of a strain of organisms resistant to
penicillin treatment. A draft Bill had been prepared to control
the sale and supply of penicillin otherwise than by Order.

Refugee Doctors
On Feb. 20 Dr. SANTO JEGER asked the Minister of Health

whether, in view of the fact that a larger number of doctors
than at present available was necessary to implement his new
National Medical Service next year and, in view of the fact
that the Central Medical War Committee passed a resolution
on this subject, he could state his policy on the admission of
refugee doctors with foreign qualifications to practise in this
country.

Mr. BEVAN said the views of the Central Medical War Com-
mittee on this matter were sought by the Home Office acting
in consultation with his Department. The Committee was con-
sulting certain other professional bodies before communicating
its views to the Home Office. (See Supplement, Feb. 8, p. 25.)

Streptomycin.-Dr. STEPHEN TAYLOR asked on Feb. 18 whether
Mr. Bevan would inform the medical profession of the hospitals
at which the Medical Research Council tests of streptomycin were
carried out so that they could send patients. Mr. BEVAN replied
that appropriate hospitals and clinics in the areas in which the
tuberculosis trial centres were situated had been informed. The
particulars would be circulated more widely if it was found advisable
to draw upon larger areas for the limited number of cases of
suitable type with which it was possible to deal.

Penicillin.-At the request of Mr. Bevan, Mr. Wilmot is retaining
the Control of Penicillin Orders till other arrangements can be
made. During January, 1947, 225,387 mega units of penicillin were
produced in the United Kingdom. The amount produced in this
country is steadily increasing, and is sufficient to meet all prescrip-
tions and leave a small surplus for export.
Smallpox.-Mr. CREECH JoNES stated on Feb. 26 that the incidence

of smallpox in Hong Kong had given rise to anxiety, but the
epidemic showed signs of abating. Proved cases in 1946 numbered
1,998 with 1,306 deaths. Between Dec. 27 and Feb. 6 there were
266 cases.
Typhus.-No further cases of typhus have been reported on

H.M.T. Empire Deben since her return to this country with four
such cases.

The National Society for the Prevention of Blindness announces
that as papers submitted for the glaucoma prize of $500 offered
in 1944 did not conform to the criteria set up by the ophthalmo-
logical committee selected to award the prize it is again offered for
the most valuable original paper adding to existing knowledge of
the diagnosis of early glaucoma or the medical treatment of non-
congestive glaucoma. Papers may be presented by any practising
ophthalmologist of the Western Hemisphere, and may be written in
English, French, German,, Italian, Spanish, or Portuguese. Those
written in any of the last four languages should be accompanied by
a summary in English. Closing date for receipt of papers is
December, 1947. The criteria may be secured by writing to the
National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, 1790, Broadway,
New York 19, New York, UJ.S.A.

The Servlces

Lieut.-Gen. Sir Alexander Hood, Director-General of the Army
Medical Services, has been elected chairman of governors of the
Star and Garter Home for Disabled Sailors, Soldiers, and Airmen,
Richmond, in place of Sir Arthur Stanley, who has resigned because
of ill-health.

Capt. (Hon. Major) D. A. Brigg, Capt. (Hon. Capt.) S. Lask,
and Lieut. (Hon. Capt.) G. Bennett, R.A.M.C., T.A., have been
awarded the Efficiency Medal (Territorial).

Capt. (Hon. Major) W. R. Blunt, R.A.M.C., has been awarded
the Efficiency Medal (Territorial).

CARDIFF MEDICAL EX-SERVICE ASSOCIATION
The first annual dinner of the Cardiff Medical Ex-Service Asso-

ciation will be held at Park Hotel on Saturday, March 15, at 7 p.m.
for 7.45 p.m. The dinner is primarily for medical men who are
old students or members of the staff, past and present, of the
Cardiff Medical School, who have served in either Great War.
Guests may be invited provided they are ex-Service medical men.
Tickets (12s. 6d. each, exclusive of wines) may be obtained from
the secretary, Mr. K. M. Wheeler, Surgical Unit, Royal Infirmary,
Cardiff.

Medical News
The annual general meeting of the Society of Public Analysts and

other Analytical Chemists will be held at the Royal Society's rooms
(Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.) on Friday, March 7, at 3.30 p.m.,
and will be followed, at 4 p.m., by an address by the retiring
president, Dr. G. W. Monier-Williams.
A meeting of the Microbiological Panel of the Food Group of

the Society of Chemical Industry will be held at the Chemical
Society's rooms (Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.) on Wednesday,
March 12, at 6.30 p.m., when papers will be presented on "The
Biological Stability of Beer," by Mr. B. M. Brown, and " The
Biological Stability of Cider, Fruit Juices, and Soft Drinks," by
Prof. B. T. P. Barker and Dr. V. L. S. Charley.
The annual general meeting of the Institute of Almoners will be

held at Friends House, Euston Road, London, N.W., on Friday,
March 14, at 6 pm., when Dr. J. A. Charles will deliver an address.
The annual dinner of the Midland Branch of the Society of

Medical Officers of Health will be held at the Whitehorse Hotel,
Congreve Street, Birmingham, on Tuesday, March 18.
A meeting of the Food Group of the Society of Chemical Industry,

to which all members of the Agriculture Group are invited, will be
held at the Royal Institution (Albemarle Street, W.) on Wednesday,
March 19, at 6.30 p.m., when Dr. W. G. Ogg will present a survey
of the work of the Rothamsted Experimental Station.
The first convention of the Society of Chiropodists (21, Cavendish

Square, London, W.l) will be held at Friends House, Euston Road,
London, N.W., on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, March 20, 21,
and 22. The convention will be opened on March 20, at 2.30 p.m.,
by Sir Hugh Lett, President of the British Medical Association; at
3 p.m. Prof. A. B. Appleton will deliver a lecture on " Posture ";
and at 7.15 p.m. the annual dinner (tickets £1 10s.) will be held
at the Savoy Hotel. On March 21 lectures will be delivered by
Mr. Philip Wiles on " Pain and Deformity of the Metatarsals and
Toes" at 10 a.m.; by Mr. Denis Browne on "Minor and Major
Deformities of the Feet in Children" at 11.30 a.m.; and by Prof.
A. J. E. Cave on " The Foot as a Sensory Organ " at 6 p.m. On
March 22, at 10.30 a.m., the annual general meeting of the societv
will be held, and at 3 p.m. Dr. Allan Yorke will lecture on
" Hyperkeratosis of the Sole of the Foot." The convention fee
is 10s. 6d. for members and 5s. for students at any of the schools
of chiropody recognized by the Board of Registration of Medical
Auxiliaries. During the convention there will be an exhibition and
visits may be paid to the three schools of chiropody in London.
The second International Congress of the International Academy

of Legal and Social Medicine will be held at Brussels and Liege
from June 25 to 28, and will be divided into five sections, legal
medicine in its application to crime, social medicine, industrial
medicine, medico-legal and social psychiatry, and scientific police
methods. The languages will be English and French. Those- who
wish to present reports or read papers should notify without delay
the president of the Congress, Prof. Dr. M. De 'Laet, Facultd de
Medecine, 7, Rue de la Gendarmerie, Brussels, or one of the general
secretaries, Prof. Dr. P. Moureau (47, Rue Villette, Lifge) or Prof.
Dr. F. Thomas (23, Kluyskensstraat, Ghent).
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